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Presentation Summary
The following presentation will discuss the following
information:
 Threats
 An aggregation of the predicted top threats for 2016 and

beyond

 Defenses
 Passwords
 Access and SOD
 Confidential Information
 Mobile Device Security
 Email & Phishing
 Social Engineering
 Physical Security

Before We Begin
A presentation of this nature can sometimes be technical,
difficult to understand.
Knowledge is a critical key to protecting your
organization.
Threats include: breach of confidential information;
unauthorized changes to data, inability to access data or
systems.

Threats

Top 10 Threats
Using a wide variety of sources (including Kaspersky
Labs, McAfee, and Excelsior College’s National
Cybersecurity Institute) we have compiled a listing of the
10 greatest cyber threats for 2016.
1.

2.

Ransomware – this is a type of malware which restricts access to the
computer system that it infects, and demands a ransom paid to the
creator(s) of the malware in order for the restriction to be removed.
This can affect mobile phones, tablets, computers at the network level
and also in cloud storage.
Internet of Things – This is the network of physical objects or
"things" embedded with electronics, software, sensors and
connectivity to enable the exchange of data with the manufacturer,
operator and/or other connected devices. Includes modern home
appliances!

Top 10 Threats cont.
3.

Mobile Malware – Mobile devices often use less secure wireless
networks and many times are used for both business and personal
use. This increases an organization's risk as attackers may use this as
a means to gain access to sensitive data or as a stepping stone to
larger networks.

4.

Hardware/Firmware – These are attacks on the actual device
including UEFI/BIOS attacks. These types of attacks are hard to detect
because they operate at a level that most detection technologies don’t
currently cover. Also these type attacks can be particularly brutal to
cloud based and virtual environments allowing attackers to gain
access to private information after compromising adjacent or public
infrastructures.

Top 10 Threats cont.
5.

6.

Cyber Espionage - Experts expect more attacks from a wider variety
of sources, including nation states, terrorist groups, hacktivists, and
even hackers working for financial or reputational rewards. They will
use a wide variety of methods including but not limited to; phishing,
DDoS attacks, zero day and known hardware and software exploits.
Motivation for these attacks may range from political, religious,
and/or for financial gain.
Extortion Attacks – Compromise of sensitive information or systems
followed by charging the victim to keep either the information or the
actual attack private. Companies or individuals may pay these
attackers to prevent embarrassment or reputational damage. These
attacks sometimes go unreported.

Top 10 Threats cont.
7.

8.

Dark Web/Underground Internet – The Dark Web is an area of the
internet that is inaccessible with standard search engines; used by
criminals for illegal activities. Its expansion will lead to an increase in
the capability of attackers and the sharing of knowledge and
resources among hackers.
Data Integrity Attacks – Recently both the Director of National
Intelligence and the head of the NSA and US Cyber command stated
that attacks which change or manipulate data instead of deleting or
releasing confidential information would be the next major issue
facing organizations and security professionals. Instead of removing
or exposing confidential data these attacks may change critical
communications or transaction information for their own purposes.

Top 10 Threats cont.
Social Engineering - This is a non-technical method of intrusion
hackers use that relies heavily on human interaction and often
involves tricking people into breaking normal security procedures. It
is one of the ways in which an attacker can gain information used for
further attacks.
10. Cyber Theft (Skimming/ Pin and Chip) – This involves the
compromise of a payment system where a data breach results in the
capture of payment card information, and the subsequent fraudulent
use of this information. Even with the new Pin and Chip technology
attackers have been working on this for many years as it has been in
use in Europe for years.
9.

How are local governments doing?
 Governments ranked last among 18 major

industries/sectors according Security Scorecard 2016
Cyber Security report.
 Governments hold valuable information – citizen data,

social security numbers, etc.
 Governments are moving to digitize everything – often

with aging infrastructure.
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Intrusion  Detection
Average lag between a data compromise/intrusion and
detection: 229 days!
(Mandient Trends – 2014: Beyond the Breach)

4 in 10 US Government Security Breaches Go Undetected
(Tom Coburn report – US government departments)

Undetected Rate is Even Higher for Smaller Entities
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How to Stay Current
 Sign up for newsletters
 Read articles from relevant sources
 Dark Reading – www.darkreading.com
 Ars Technica – www.arstechnica.com
 SC Magazine – www.scmagazine.com
 Wired Magazine – www.wired.com
 Go to conferences and presentations
 Understand that not all IT professionals are

necessarily skilled or up-to-date in cyber-security

Defense

Prepare For The Inevitable
 Budget for everything; preventing incidents,







responding to incidents, and their aftermath.
Ask your IT Department about the Incident Response
Plan.
IT Training for all employees should be mandatory.
Make sure you have contact numbers for your IT Staff
and Critical Vendors in the event of an incident.
Have you performed an IT Risk Assessment??

STRONG Password Practices
1.
2.
3.

4.

A strong password is 8 characters or longer, has upper and lower case
letters, numbers, special characters, and no easily guessable words..
Change your passwords often, every 90 days or sooner. You don’t
have to wait till the system prompts you change your password!
Questions to retrieve forgotten passwords should be something only
you know, not things that may be found from social media or other
sources.
Where possible use different passwords for different logins. That way
if one is compromised it doesn’t give the attacker unlimited access to
all of your accounts and applications.

Last Words on Passwords
5. Writing down your password is a HORRIBLE idea.
6. Never share you password with anyone for any

reason whatsoever.
7. Password retrieval questions need to be difficult and
not something easily found on social media.

Password Managers
Security Experts differ on how users should maintain
multiple passwords. Some believe that password
managers can be an effective tool; others believe they
create a single point of failure.
If you use a password manager consider the following.
1. How is the organization securing my data?
2. Does the application offer multi factor
authentication?
3. If you chose to use one of these applications, don’t
skimp on your research or cost.
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Access and Segregation of Duties
Users should only have the minimum level of access that is
required for them to complete their job.
From the Yale Website:
Segregation of duties is critical to effective internal control; it
reduces the risk of both erroneous and inappropriate actions. In
general, the approval function, the accounting/reconciling
function, and the asset custody function should be separated
among employees. When these functions cannot be separated, a
detailed supervisory review of related activities is required as a
compensating control activity. Segregation of duties is a
deterrent to fraud because it requires collusion with another
person to perpetrate a fraudulent act.

Confidential Information
What is confidential information?

Personal Identifiable Information (PII)
Information that can be used to trace identity
(name, SS#, date of birth, address, etc.)
Personal Health Information (PHI)
Health records, etc.

Sending Confidential Information
Regular email is not as secure as an encrypted email
system like Sharefile or ZixMail.
Things to use email encryption for include but are not
limited to,
 Any customer data (PII or PHI), audit or tax files.
 Sensitive conversational correspondence
 When in doubt, use encryption

Storing Confidential Information
Store confidential information in the appropriate
location. If you store sensitive documents on a laptop
make sure it is encrypted. If you keep sensitive
documents on a centralized server and you also keep
a copy locally on your PC you are increasing your
risk unnecessarily.
Encrypt documents on a mobile platform, remove
when you are done.

Storing Confidential Information
CDs, DVDs, and USB drives are all convenient ways to store
data, but are often insecure. When you use these devices
remember to destroy or delete them when you are done with
them.
The proper method for disposing of sensitive paper document
is via a crosscut shredder or secured shred bin.
Remember when you are no longer required to keep a
document, dispose of it properly.

Sensitive Information Cont.
Critical information should be backed up by the
organization in an approved, secure manner. This is a
good defense against ransom ware and malware that
destroys or modifies information.

Talk to your IT department about your backup strategy -understand what is and what isn’t included, how many
backups are retained, and for how long.

Keep Current!
Make sure your operating system and virus protection is
up to date.
This helps to make sure that security patches and
updates are installed on your machine and protecting
you from known threats.

Applications
Use secure and supported applications –
You should not install applications on your PC that are
not provided by the organization. Using approved
applications helps keep the environment standardized,
secure, and properly licensed.
Now think about your mobile device, if you are using a
phone or tablet for work email, that device is a method to
gain access into your larger network.

Mobile Devices
 Be sure that you only add applications that are from a safe

source. Applications that are not from a known company or
developer could be used to install malware on your system.
 When using your device for browsing be careful about the
sites you visit as these also can be used as avenues of
attack.
 Consider Anti-Malware on all mobile devices.
 Lastly if you browse or download an app. that causes an
unexpected event, shutdown the device immediately and
contact IT immediately, time is a critical factor in
preventing the issue from spreading and or causing more
damage to your device.

Emails and Phishing
Be wary of suspicious emails - Don't become a phishing
victim.
Phishing is an attempt to acquire sensitive information,
usually for a malicious reason, by posing as a trusted
entity through some form of electronic communication
usually email. It is considered a form of Social
Engineering, which we will discuss in detail a bit later.

Email Security
A few basics about email.
Always verify the email’s legitimacy with the sender if you
weren’t expecting an email or if anything appears
suspicious.
Don’t click on a link in an email; if you have to access the
link, cut and paste or type the url (web address) into your
browser.
Don't open email attachments until you've verified their
legitimacy with the sender.

Phishing
Recognizing the signs of a phishing email can be
more difficult than you might think.
I will walk through one of the ways that I can
construct a phishing email as a Penetration Tester
that has been used successfully.

Phishing Cont.
Assume a hypothetical organization has the domain name
SAMPLEBANK.COM, and their HR Person is John Smith

I would register the domain name of “SampleBank.COM” and
create a DNS entry to point www.SampleBank.com to a
testing platform.
In addition to this, I would setup a fully functional email
server for the domain and create an email account for
JOHN.SMITH@SAMPLEBANK.COM that I would use to send
the malicious email to targeted employees.

Phishing Cont.
The above email was chosen based on the role that John
Smith plays within the organization as HR Manager. In
most cases, the email would display John Smith in the
“From” field in the targeted employees Inboxes.

The email on the following page was crafted in order to
entice the targets to follow the link.

The Bait
From: John Smith John.Smith@samplebank.com
To: <EMPLOYEE>
Cc:

Subject: Sample Banks New Employee Services Web Site
NAME,
We are testing a new application that will provide our employees a custom view of
their current benefits with the bank. When you have an opportunity, please login
to the web site below using your normal username and password.
http://www.samplebank.com/
Please let me know if you have any problems logging in.

Thank you,
John

Phishing Cont.
The above email was sent to 10 unsuspecting employees
and caught 11 peoples user name and passwords as one
employee forwarded the email to a user not in the
original testing sample.

This example shows how crafty attackers can be. This
also demonstrates the point that you should always be
suspicious of emails that you receive if you aren’t
expecting them.

Phishing Conclusion
Remember:
1) Ensure that any email received that asks for sensitive information
comes from a trusted email address. This can typically be done by
hovering over the name of the sender in the “From:” email field.
2) Ensure that any link in an email directs to a website you expect it to go
to. This can also be done by hovering your mouse cursor over the link.

3) Ensure that any website you are on that asks for sensitive information
is indeed the expected website. This can be done by looking at the address
bar of your browser.
4) Ensure that you do not respond to any email unless you are sure it is
not a phishing attack, and if you do respond, clear the email address out of
your email program’s auto-complete feature.

Social Engineering
It has been said that the greatest risk and threat in a computer
system is the people that operate it. Social engineering, is the art of
manipulating people into performing actions or divulging
confidential information. In some cases the attacker never comes
face-to-face with the victims.
Social Engineering is influencing a person to take an action that
may or may not be in the “Target’s” best interest. For example
gaining access, obtaining information, or getting the target to take a
certain action.

We have already discussed phishing but lets now examine Social
Engineering in a bit more detail.

Methods Used
 Telephone
 E-Mail

 Dumpster Diving
 Snail Mail
 Personal contact

Everyone is at Risk
 Everybody has buttons that can be pushed
 Competent social engineers will find those buttons

 Time is usually a factor in an attempt
 Have too much other work to do
 Don’t want the grief that accompanies saying no

 It’s just faster and easier to say yes (for most but not all

people)

Why Social Engineering Works
Human Nature –

1.





We sympathize with the other person –

2.




They seemed like a nice guy
They knew how we operate
They referenced other employees or people you know

The questions seemed like no big deal –

3.




4.

Most requests you get on a daily basis are on the level
No reason to be suspicious
Genuinely want to help
Don’t want to appear difficult, paranoid or uncooperative

If you are a people person you are more susceptible
Just because you are customer service doesn’t mean you can’t say no
The scammer will try to gain your confidence to manipulate your response

Referencing members of management or other important persons

Why it Works cont.
Social Engineering preys on distinct qualities of normal human
nature

5.





Tendency to trust
Disinclination to be or even appear unpleasant
Desire to help others
Fear of consequences for doing something wrong or not doing something right

Why Social Engineering
Hacking is viewed as highly technical.
While some hackers are truly “elite” most are not.
Technical controls are getting better everyday.
People seem to be devolving when it comes to security.
Authorized people still need ways to legitimately bypass technical
controls.
 If a hacker can “hack” a person they don’t have to mess with the
controls.
 Humans are not always consistent or accurate.






Makes sense to try and exploit people before spending time and effort on a
more complicated method. Why analyze the tumbler mechanisms on a
lock when you can have someone leave the door open for you?

Defending Against Social Engineering
 Be Skeptical – Almost any interaction could be an






attempt
Realize the value of the information and access that
you have
Even if you don’t have certain access you could be a
springboard
Security is everyone’s responsibility
You won’t get in trouble if you are trying to be
thorough

Red Flags
 Cites technology or processes and procedures that
are similar, but not what you use

 Really in a hurry, needs information right now
 Mentions extreme negative consequences for the
organization or requestor if you don’t comply

 “They said you were the one who really knew this
stuff”
 No possible callback

Indicators
 Refusal to leave a phone contact #––“I’ll call you back






in a few minutes”
Quick on and quick off the line
Chattiness, though you’ve never met
Quickly brings up office gossip to establish bona fide &
insider status
Meandering conversation leading to an urgent request

Subtle Indicators
 Sounds like someone doesn’t fully know what they are

talking about
 Sounds unnatural, stilted, or nervous
 Erroneous phrasing of standard organization
terminology
 Heavy referencing of higher ups as drivers of the
request

Subtle Indicators
 Start conversation with innocuous subjects
 Chit-chat, sports, gossip, movies, …

 Multiple subjects ––very light
 Quick question on a current project
 Ease back to movies, gossip, sports, …

Do’s










Do check policy
Do ask others
Do offer to call back
Do check with “owner” of data requested
Do ask why this is needed
Do log what happened
Do ask probing questions
Do trust your judgment: if it sounds fishy, it probably is
Do remember the sensitivity of the information you
deal with regularly

Don’ts
Don’t be bullied
Don’t respond to “Right now” pressure
Don’t assume others’ responsibilities in trying to help
Don’t make “owner” decisions
Don’t give away seemingly unrelated bits of
information
 Don’t say yes just to get him off the phone
 Don’t view policy violation as an owed favor
 Don’t forget your responsibility to secure
organizational resources






Our Defensive Strategy












Healthy suspicion
Request a callback number on inquiries
Check before volunteering information
Ask “Why do you need this?”
Report suspected incidents
Write down details as soon as possible
Resist “Right now” time pressures
Check policies, and follow them
Refer questioner to a partner or director
Callback to the director of the niche
Afterchecks

IT Security Aware
Be security aware – Don’t circumvent controls.

In an effort to improve customer service or
speed up a process you may be opening up a
vulnerability that could cost the organization
and your customers.

Is Your Organization Aware?
1) Have we performed an IT Risk Assessment?
2) Is Executive Leadership Informed About the Current
3)
4)
5)

6)

Level and Business Impact of Cyber Risks to Our
Company?
What Is Our Plan to Address Identified Risks?
How Does Our Cybersecurity Program Apply
Industry Standards and Best Practices?
How Many and What Types of Cyber Incidents Do We
Detect In a Normal Week? What is the Threshold for
Notifying Our Executive Leadership?
How Comprehensive Is Our Cyber Incident Response
Plan? How Often Is It Tested?

Questions
If you have any questions about this presentation please
contact Brown Edwards – we can put the right person on this
for you:
Norman Yoder
nyoder@becpas.com
Office: 434-948-9000
Clarence Rhudy
crhudy@becpas.com
Office: (540) 345-0936

